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All elite athletes begin as amateurs with aspirations of excellence. As they quickly learn,
the path to excellence is a disciplined one made up of many foundational components,
such as healthy eating habits to fuel the developing body, strength training to develop
power, technique training to perfect form and, in team sports, communication and game
planning to ensure flawless group execution. Years of junior league sports establish the
fundamental building blocks used to achieve the next level of athletic prowess from high
school, collegiate, and, ultimately, Olympic or major-league caliber.
Elite IT executives seek to attain peak performance individually and with their team.
The gold medal for the chief information officer (CIO) might be best represented as a
seat at the table with the Chief Executive Officers and Chief Financial Officers, garnering
the respect of executives across the enterprise and commanding credibility that results
in an expanded IT investment.
CIOs are stewards of rapidly expanding IT budgets in the digital economy. They are held
accountable for how they manage the enterprise’s IT estate to power business
models based on technologies that can support an increasingly complex organization.
Managing the optimal consumption of IT resources requires core foundational skills and
a well-defined playbook—just like the elite athlete who adheres to a disciplined training
regimen and game plan.
The Elite CIO leverages best practice processes to capture data and analyze metrics
(know what the target is and monitor the score), use the proper tools for efficiency
(proper equipment and established playbook), and communicate clear expectations
(call shots and motivate the team). When the processes are managed effectively, the
results are game-changing.
Business leaders expect that innovative technology will enable IT to support and advise
their digital transformation agenda. CFOs expect access to reliable data to make
informed decisions on IT spending, budgeting, and investments. To be effective leaders
and guardians of their IT assets, CIOs must know what it costs to deliver their services,
who is consuming them, and what the quality of the services in production is.
With the gold medal in sight, the Elite CIO will ask:
—— Have I effectively communicated IT’s value to the business and earned a reputation as
a credible business driver?
—— Am I managing and meeting business leaders’ expectations, shifting from reactive
order taker to strategic service provider?
—— Do I have a method to drive insights managing the business of IT that can remain
sustainable through organizational and leadership changes?
—— Am I able to influence how the business’s IT service is consumed to operate at
optimal efficiency?
—— Is our technology being optimized to compete in today’s digital economy?
Technology business management (TBM) as a discipline supports the Elite CIO by
enabling a single, transparent view of technology costs, consumption, and performance
across the enterprise. To attain the peak performance state described by the previous
questions requires foundational steps that enable CIOs to achieve those results.
Those results are absolutely attainable and, more importantly, expected from any CIO
who wants to be a credible leader and operate at peak performance in today’s digital
economy. Here are some real-world examples.
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Establish a training program for
high performance
Crawl, walk, run. Skip, jump, soar. Amateur, professional,
champion. The progression in each example is familiar to all of us,
and each begins as aspirational.
Such is the journey of the Elite CIO preparing to lead, set the pace,
and take the business to the next level. The CIO’s current state of
readiness depends largely on their ability to first measure what
they are managing. This is what is meant by “data transparency
inside of IT”—the foundational transparency required to ultimately
separate the Elite CIOs from the “wannabes.”

The CIO’s current state of
readiness depends largely on
their ability to measure what
they are managing.
Those who possess IT financial transparency have the advantage.
In an informal survey of experienced TBM practitioners, KPMG
asked what IT financial transparency meant to them. From
the myriad responses, the four shown in figure 1 highlight the
variety of perspectives of the commonly used phrase—even
among the narrow TBM community. The quotes on the left
reflect IT organizations on one end of the spectrum that are
still establishing the foundational elements of understanding
their critical metrics. The responses on the right side reflect IT
organizations where the Elite CIO is partnering with the business,
leveraging data to yield actionable results and drive change—the
figurative gold medal.

Each of these real-world interpretations of the phrase “IT financial
transparency” reflects where each organization is on its journey.
In the same way, if one asked an amateur athlete their definition
of a champion their answers would vary too.
Being on the spectrum’s left side is not only the beginning
of what can be an extremely rewarding journey toward the
“gold medal” of transparency on the right; every step along the
journey brings its own benefits. Of course, this is also true for
the developing athlete: Having a healthy diet supports longer
life, stronger muscles will help you with yardwork, and greater
endurance enables you to better keep up with your kids.
The following three examples show how some organizations
began using data transparency in IT. Each demonstrates that not
only are the foundational transparency efforts crucial to enable
IT financial transparency to the business, but they also provided
these immediate benefits:
—— Decomposed the fixed asset register into discrete IT assets to
match the asset management system
—— Established labor codes and associated process compliance to
track hours against projects and applications
—— Investigated and documented the relationships between
all the physical and virtual servers against the applications
residing on them
Let’s take a closer look.

“IT financial transparency to me means...

...helping business
make better desisions
by understanding IT”

...shining a light into
IT costs and data”
...organizing the
junk drawer”
...showing customers
they are getting value at
the right price”

Figure 1 What “IT financial transparency” means to various experienced TBM practitioners
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Example 1 Decomposing the fixed asset register
into the discrete IT assets matching the asset
management system

The accounting function typically does not require highly granular
data within its asset management systems to accurately calculate
depreciation; however, IT organizations will commonly track their
IT assets with more precision by using a specialized IT asset
management tool as part of their IT service management (ITSM)
environments. This may include barcoding and radio frequency
identification (RFID).
The catch is that the IT systems do not contain the correct,
up-to-date depreciated asset costs. So, to assign depreciation
(or to know if the asset is fully depreciated) to the service,
application, or business unit using that asset, organizations
must reconcile the two asset management systems so that IT
invoicing, depreciation, and usage costs can be linked. When an
organization aligns its fixed and IT asset management systems,
it gains the needed visibility into which assets in the accounting
system are to be decomposed and mapped.
A leading global retailer preferred to capitalize assets as
much as it could to defer GAAP expenses. This resulted in a
growing “technical debt” accompanied by a compounding
non-cash and fixed depreciation expense within IT.
This clouded its understanding of the original sources of this
cost in subsequent years.
Consequently, the retailer began a TBM program with one
goal: to gain the basic transparency they would need to
more effectively manage IT assets going forward. This was
critical, as they anticipated a sizable shift in capital spending
to more seamlessly integrate its brick-and-mortar stores with
its growing online presence. The new transparency would
enable them to leapfrog their largest competitor, a 100
percent native digital retailer.

Example 2 Establishing labor codes and

associated process compliance to track hours
against projects and applications
Commonly, more than half of application costs are labor
related (application development, testing, maintenance, and
support). To understand the application’s total cost of ownership
(TCO), labor costs need to be allocated or attributed to each.
Unfortunately, many organizations do not have processes and
tools to properly track time and, as a result, they only have
vague estimates of how much labor is spent on each application.
Project-specific time tracking will provide the granularity and
transparency needed to determine application TCO.

A media and entertainment company needed to determine
the TCO of its software applications, but its project
time-tracking tool did not associate the project codes
with the development work related to each application.
Cultural resistance prevented adding more unique codes
for tracking time against specific applications and services,
so IT spoke directly with development teams and project
managers to assign weightings and the combination of
people, cost centers, and project codes to the supported
applications. Although imperfect and based on educated
assumptions versus actual consumption metrics, this is still
a meaningful approach to initial transparency.
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Example 3 Investigating and

documenting the relationships between all
the physical and virtual servers against the
applications using and residing on them
To accurately assign the cost of IT infrastructure to
each application consuming data center resources,
applications must be mapped to the servers on which
they run. Most IT organizations do some level of this,
but inconsistently or without sufficient attention to
detail. This impacts the reliability of the cost model,
because an application’s attributable infrastructure cost
is determined by its server relationship. In turn, each
server’s cost is derived from the allocations it receives
from its cost share of compute, storage, network, and
power. Ultimately, the application’s share of server
costs is determined by the percentage of server
resources it uses compared with other applications
sharing the same server.
A medical device company wanted to determine
the total cost of its ERP platform as part of a
broader enterprise application rationalization
initiative—digital transformation of the product
lines to enable the Internet of Things. In their
initial attempt at determining the cost of each
application, the company applied equal portions of
the infrastructure to each application.
This first method, while simplistic, helped
spotlight specific applications that were extremely
high in cost compared to similar applications
supporting the same business capability. This
effort ultimately helped the business understand
that its core ERP platform was a much higher
percentage of its overall IT budget than it
previously assumed. Understanding this paved
the way for better-informed strategic investment
decisions through rationalization.
Taking steps like those in the examples shown
is essential to making your data defensible—and
positioning you to gain a clearer, more focused
understanding of your data. This can lead to
higher-impact decisions that your business leadership
will find compelling. Each example given was an
early-stage transparency use case that was part of an
overall Elite CIO development program but that also
yielded its own benefits.
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Elite-level performance
that changes the game
Elite athletes do not just excel; they also improve the game of those around them. The Elite
CIO does the same. What if this transparency and insight gave the business leaders levers
to drive new behaviors enterprise-wide in partnership with IT? Let’s look at three additional
examples of “financial transparency outside of IT” that provide compelling outcomes
otherwise unattainable:
—— Providing application TCO and then rationalizing or rearchitecting applications
—— Exposing IT cost drivers to the business and then subsequently driving changes in
behavior and consumption
—— Understanding the true nature of costs that are variable and fixed when moving to a
cloud infrastructure in the digital economy

Example 4 Providing application TCO and then rationalizing or
rearchitecting applications

Simply gathering a comprehensive list of applications to understand total costs can be a
challenge in itself. IT architects, developers, outsourcers, and other parties may all have
different lists that are not part of the enterprise’s master list. Each application also carries
many direct and indirect costs for licensing, hardware, vendor management, storage,
helpdesk support tickets, network bandwidth, and other costs.
When organizations go through the process to force the alignment of all IT costs to
applications, the exercise will expose the true, or fully burdened, application costs.
Then, with further analysis and modeling, the business will be able to see the IT cost of
automating specific business functions, including highlighting redundant applications that
deliver the same business capability but from multiple vendors and applications when
standardization or consolidation would be preferable.
An industrial manufacturer had completed its entire IT cost allocation process,
identifying over 2,000 unique business applications. When they allocated all costs to
support these applications and apportioned them to specific functions, they could
now see, for example, that there were 12 unique applications doing the same productpricing function. This made the collective IT cost for that function alarmingly high.
At the time of this analysis, the business was in the midst of transforming its sales
distribution channels to move from traditional resellers to an augmented direct
model leveraging a new digital platform. This made the decision clear to the multiple
business groups to rationalize this capability to two applications on one enterprise
platform, which eliminated significant costs and helped ensure a more unified pricing
model through all channels.
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Example 5 Exposing the cost drivers of IT to the business and then
subsequently driving changes in behavior and consumption
Most IT organizations provide telephone conferencing bridge numbers for their users and
business units. If managers had clear visibility into the cost of each video conference and
were charged accordingly, they might consider a lower-cost alternative, such as a direct call
or Skype session, if it was an equally effective option. Revealing an IT service’s true cost
may be all it takes to alter suboptimal consumption habits.
A large, global—and highly mobile—professional services firm provided Wi-Fi
“hotspots” to all employees. After reviewing suspiciously exorbitant individual
usage patterns and related costs (likely due to streaming personal data), the service
was changed to be billed back to the cost centers, and provided on a client-based,
as-requested basis and only in one-year increments. Understanding unit-level
consumption patterns led to a new policy to influence behaviors, resulting in a 60
percent reduction in the total cost of this IT service.
A parallel of this type of transparency driving behavior in society is the trend for restaurants
to put calorie counts on menus. With the more granular insight, consumers can make fully
educated choices based on calories, costs, and personal tastes. Restaurants then adapt
their services and offerings based on more informed demand patterns and feed this back
into their corporate strategy.

Example 6 Understanding the true nature of costs that are

variable and fixed when moving to a cloud infrastructure in the
digital economy
Leveraging the cloud for applications (SaaS), infrastructure (IaaS), and platforms (PaaS) has
become an ingrained component of every CIO’s IT portfolio in today’s digital economy.
The numerous drivers—such as CapEx/OpEx shift, agility, and bursting capability—reflect the
rapidly expanding use cases that new digital, cloud-based business models are dictating.
Numerous internal and external factors can catapult the importance of an effective, credible
TBM office, including achieving transparency while tracking IT service consumers and
their actual consumption; ensuring availability and compliance; and attracting and retaining
the right talent to deliver IT, among others. The result will be data-driven decisions and
outcomes that propel the business forward, keep pace with change and enable new
disruptive business models.

A global financial services company recently embarked on its TBM journey in parallel
with a digital business transformation. Its transformation drove the organization to
begin using infrastructure-as-a-service for application owners seeking IaaS bursting
capability not possible with its existing data centers. What began as a nominal
variable OpEx quickly drew attention when the company’s Amazon Web Services bill
doubled and redoubled for six consecutive months. Equally disturbing was knowing
that the cost of its current data center was not lowering at a commensurate rate.
The company’s first TBM use case was to expose which specific applications and
business units were driving this growing consumption pattern.
Since the move to the cloud was a strategic imperative, the new requirement was
to leverage transparency into each resource tower to reach farther—effectively
establishing new accountability models that keep pace with an expanding technology
stack (new on-premise/in-cloud complexity) and expanding consumer groups (for
example, business users with a purchasing card can purchase cloud services without
IT oversight). The recently deployed TBM framework provided a strong transparency
baseline upon which more advanced modeling and analysis could be done around the
technology implications from their new digital business model.
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How you can raise
the bar
Based on our annual KPMG TBM Proficiency
Assessment, of those organizations that said they
“strongly agreed” that they had “well-defined data
processes” (15 percent of respondents), 96 percent
of them agreed “the business is able to understand
the value that IT provides.” Supporting the point,
the inverse is also true: Of those organizations that
felt they did not have “well-defined data processes”
(28 percent of respondents), only 3 percent of them
felt that “the business is able to understand the
value that IT provides.”
Why is this perception issue important? To be perceived as relevant and credible, the business
must view IT as delivering clear value. With IT, it either works or does not, is available or is
not, is secure or is vulnerable. Perception from outside of IT is often viewed as binary, which
makes it more challenging to elevate perception beyond IT being “order takers” who merely
“keep the lights on.”
With transparent access to the foundational data that is driving IT at the granular level of
consumption, IT can readily share credible data with business leaders. They can partner to
examine the smaller package of data (such as patterns, analysis, cost drivers, and true TCO)
to affect big change on a significant scale. This can include rationalization for cost takeout,
evaluating new tech-enabled business models, and becoming the model for how the rest
of the enterprise manages its business. None of this is possible without access to the
foundational data that is the cornerstone of TBM as a discipline.
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The laws of inertia
An object at rest

When it comes to your access to good data and the metrics
driving your IT organization, are you an object at rest or in motion?
Paralysis due to lack of quality data is a common problem when
beginning a TBM program. As a case in point, when interviewing
the 2017 TBM Award semifinalists, KPMG found that 83 percent
of the semifinalists said that when they started their TBM
program, they only had “some data with some correlations,” and
26 percent said they only had “ad hoc with limited correlations.”
If this is where you find yourself, you are not alone. Following are
some actions that can help your organization create momentum
to achieve a mature, sustainable state of defensible data to drive
deeper business insights.

It’s not about being the best
today. It’s about being better than
you were yesterday.
Consider the fo.lowing ideas to begin creating more financial
transparency within IT:
—— Frame your TBM journey in stages and set clear
expectations. TBM is a process of continuous improvement
over time. Set clear expectations with stakeholders (IT tower
owners and business leaders) that applying discipline and rigor
to managing the metrics that drive IT will yield outcomes of
great interest to them.
—— Conduct a data quality assessment and begin mapping
in a tool. Be rigorous about what data is missing and what
needs to be improved. Costs must be broken down and
linked to specific hardware, projects, users, time periods,
depreciation schedules, and budgets. Purpose-built tools can
help you establish a sustainable framework for the long term.
—— Determine your use cases and goals for business insight
transparency. Define use cases from the beginning to
communicate a clear understanding of goals and expectations
to your IT organization and the business community partnering
with you. Defining specific business outcomes will identify
sponsors to drive (and fund) the program and help prioritize
which data sets to focus on first.
—— Let your data gaps determine your TBM road map. A TBM
road map helps identify the sequencing of outcomes and
integrations with other programs, as well as where data needs
improvement. Better data yields better insights, which yield
continuous business value.

An object in motion

Perhaps, you are an object in motion. You have gone through the
effort to gather your data, clean it, and allocate it. You are ready
to make bold leaps forward, but where do you go from here?
Where did the TBM leaders who are taking their companies to the
next level begin?

Good players inspire themselves.
Great players inspire others.
Consider adopting the following ideas to bring IT financial
transparency to your organization:
—— Rebaseline your personal expectations. Maybe your
organization made solid progress in financial transparency for
your IT organization, but you need to raise the bar to enable
the business to capitalize on it. An Elite CIO with a TBM
program should continually leverage better IT transparency to
make more informed IT operational and architectural decisions.
This, in turn, will give the business more transparency to
choose how to best use technology to compete in the
digital world.
—— Create hypotheses that can benefit existing or new
programs for business stakeholders. To build a business
case for TBM, leverage insights from your TBM program
and then find stakeholders who can leverage this data. For
example, share the total cost of an existing set of on-premise
applications that support a specific business function. Model
the cost of running them in the cloud with an alternative SaaS
solution to deliver equal value at improved cost and scale and
other potential benefits.
—— Begin to expose the data from your TBM model to a
broader audience. Let business units review your data and
trust that the data is valuable even though it might not be
perfect. Transparency includes the responsibility of sharing
what you have learned. Begin to build the partnership,
sharing with the business the responsibility for acting on your
hard-earned insights.
—— Identify stakeholders for each stage of transparency
and recommunicate the goals and actions to develop
TBM maturity. At its core, TBM is about people and
communicating value. If a TBM program is not actively
adopted by stakeholders, it will not be a success. Identify your
audience and maintain an ongoing communications program
to help ensure engagement for both data transparency and
financial transparency.
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Go for the gold
“The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”1 KPMG believes that the road to the
gold begins with transparency. The Chinese proverb is an appropriate truth for IT leaders to consider when
developing their TBM discipline. KPMG also encourages organizations to ask themselves where they plan to go
on their journey toward peak performance.
TBM increases transparency at two levels—not only improving data quality within IT but also enhancing financial
insights to apps, services, and capabilities that business leaders and consumers care about. For some, simply
believing they can get started with their current data—whatever its state—is the only obstacle. For others,
capturing the attention of business leadership to draw out deeper insights to drive more transformative
outcomes is the elusive objective. Transparency is key. What will you do with it as an Elite CIO?

1

SOURCE:Chinese proverb, Lao Tzu.
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